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A vision of Ezekiel; a vision for us?
Dear Friends,
Ezekiel Chapter 47 begins: “Then he brought me back to the entrance of the
temple; there, water was flowing… Going on eastwards with a cord in his hand,
the man measured a third of a mile, and then led me through the water; and it
was ankle-deep. Again he measured a third, and led me through the water;
and it was knee-deep. Again he measured a third, and led me through the
water; and it was up to the waist. Again he measured a third of a mile, and it was a river that I could
not cross, for the water had risen; it was deep enough to swim in, a river that could not be crossed.
He said to me, ‘Mortal, have you seen this?’”
This passage has come back to me repeatedly recently, and I preached on it at my service on 22nd May,
feeling that this is a message for us here at Waddington Street at the present time. You see, Biblical
lands are dry and arid places. Yet, the water increases as it flows. The river grows. As a congregation,
decisions still await to be made in terms of legacy monies received. It seems like we’re dealing with
decision paralysis: too much choice that results in no choice being made at all. So, to resolve this it
may be helpful to accept a focus on the Biblical concept of growth as a way to move forward.
The question that naturally flows from this is ‘what do we mean by growth’, which is not necessarily
all about size and is certainly not about going against who we are to play a numbers game. Growth
can apply to an increase in quantity, but also quality or extent. So, perhaps size—while important—
matters less than quality of flow in our spirituality, discipleship, fellowship, etc… Ezekiel’s vision goes
on to show how life, health, and healing resulted from the living water, but were not purposes in
themselves. Doing good without continual refreshment in God’s living waters can lead to dangerous
dehydration; but good can, and does, result as a product of growth.
I concluded the service with a challenge to the congregation to think of what they would want to see
increase at Waddington Street, and to let their elders know. If you haven’t already done so, please
think about, pray for, and pass on to others what you think needs to grow among us. It is my hope
and prayer that a clear way forward will emerge that will guide decision-making in our
Anniversary year—propelling us forward into the future.

Marcus Hargis

[The River of Ezekial’s Temple]

[From catholicsforisrael.com]
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY AND CHURCH NEWS
_________________________________________________________________________________
Ministerial Services – Reverend Marcus Hargis is contactable in the following ways:Phone: 0776 949 2629 and 0191 366 4930 (messages can be left on either).
Email: marcushargis@outlook.com For routine pastoral matters, please first approach your Elder.
Time of Sunday Services – 10.45 a.m. To Zoom into the service remotely please use
Meeting ID: 766 703 2324. Password: DurhamURC.
_________________________________________________________________________________
PLEASE NOTE - COPY DATE FOR THE JULY REVIEW IS – SUNDAY 26TH JUNE 2022.
Please be aware when submitting articles that our Church Magazine goes on the website and is
available for anyone anywhere in the world to read.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Advance notice of visits to Waddington Street URC by Reverend Fiona Bennett.
On SATURDAY 18TH JUNE the Moderator of the General Assembly of the URC will attend a
Meet and Greet session in the Church Hall at Waddington Street, including Afternoon Tea 3-5 p.m.
On SUNDAY 19TH JUNE the Moderator will lead the service and preach at 10.45 a.m.
Please put these dates in your Diary!
_________________________________________________________________________________
YVONNE MELVILLE has moved to:
22 The Links, Belmont, Durham, DH1 2AG
Please change your Church Directory accordingly.
Telephone number stays the same: 0191 386 3365
_________________________________________________________________________________
PIANIST REQUIRED
Our organist, Peter Galloway, would like to hear from anyone who is able to play the piano for hymns
on Sundays, or for a single Sunday, whenever he is on holiday.
If you are interested in playing the piano - please speak to Peter (Tel. 07 763 912 670) or Sandy Ogilvie.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Anne Cramb called in to see Jessie Goodall recently in Hawick and found her in good spirits, loving
her home and seeing her relatives regularly, although she still misses her Durham friends.
[Jessie – your Durham friends still miss you too. Editor]
_________________________________________________________________________________
Mr. Ian Graham … died on 25th April 2022.
Ian’s funeral took place on Monday 23rd May at Durham Crematorium.
You will find the Eulogy and a message from Ian’s family on pages 10 and 11.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Now some important philosophical questions on life …….
Why do supermarkets make the sick walk all the way to the back of the store to get their prescriptions
while healthy people can buy cigarettes at the front?
Why do banks leave vault doors open and then chain the pens to the counters?
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY AND CHURCH NEWS
_________________________________________________________________________________
A CHRISTIAN AID LUNCH was held in our Church Hall after morning
service on SUNDAY 8th MAY 2022.
See photographs below, kindly provided
by Reverend Ray Anglesea.

Christian Aid Week 2022
Once again our church has responded generously and enthusiastically to the Christian Aid Week
fundraising campaign. In fact, we raised significantly more than in previous years - it was a recordbreaking result!
Altogether, we raised a magnificent £2,391. The majority of that (£1,975) was donated at our highly
successful Christian Aid lunch. The rest was raised in the traditional way through house-to-house
collections using the familiar red envelope.
I'd like to thank everyone who took part in Christian Aid Week this year. We can't solve the world's
problems - but we can, at least, help to make a difference. Thank you.
Fred Robinson
_________________________________________________________________________________
Judith Ashby of Bethel URC sent these jokes:
A police recruit was asked during the exam,
'What would you do if you had to arrest your own mother?' He answered, 'Call for backup.'
A Sunday School teacher asked her class why Joseph and Mary took Jesus with them to Jerusalem.
A small child replied, 'They couldn't get a baby-sitter.'
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Lizzie Lovejoy
Artist in Residence Josephine Butler College
See page 6 for more information on the event on 7th June.
Please support this evening if you can.

6.

STUDENT EVENINGS …

The student evening on 10th May was intended to distract students from the stress of their exams.
It began with a slideshow which featured quirky buildings, public art and structures from around the
globe; some emulating creatures and larger than life sized foods from the natural world.
Afterwards there was an opportunity to mingle, share pizza and have light-hearted chat.
Forthcoming Event 7th June 2022
Please come along and join an Evening Storytime “with the Waddies”.
The workshop will be led by Lizzie Lovejoy, artist in residence at Josephine Butler College, with an
audience of students and Church Members.
At the workshop Church Members will be invited to share their stories about the Church, the local
area and the community. The aim will be to celebrate experiences which will then form a
commemorative artwork and “art book” that Lizzie will compose.
Students will have the opportunity to participate and provide a perspective into their experiences of
Durham and its surroundings as well as their encounters with the “Waddies”.
The event on 7th June is due to start at 7.30 p.m. (until approximately 9.15 p.m.) in the Church Hall.
David Thornborrow

Aphorism: A short, pointed sentence that expresses a wise or clever observation.
1. There are no new sins; the old ones just get more publicity.
2. There are worse things than getting a call for a wrong number at 4 a.m.
For example, it could be the right number. (Think about this one)!!
3. No one ever says “It’s only a game” when their team is winning.
4. I’ve reached the age where ‘happy hour’ is a nap.
5. Be careful about reading the fine print; there’s no way you’re going to like it.
6. The trouble with bucket seats is that not everybody has the same size bucket.
7. Do you realize that, in about 40 years, we’ll have thousands of old ladies running around
with tattoos?
8. Money can’t buy happiness, but somehow it’s more comfortable to cry in a Mercedes
than in a Ford.
9. After 70, if you don’t wake up aching in every joint, you’re probably dead.
10. Always be yourself because the people that matter don’t mind, and the ones that mind
don’t matter.
11. Life isn’t tied with a bow, but it’s still a gift.
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This service will remember the
following members of this Church
who were unable to have the
normal funeral service in Church
due to the pandemic lockdown:
Donald Mackay,
Doreen Bramwell,
Freda Waller,
Christiane Mitchell and
Dougie Melville.

_________________________________________________________________________________
Whenever I fret ..
Whenever I fret, whenever I frown,
Whether I’m feeling up or down,
Whether I’m lonely or whether I’m gay,
My Saviour is planning each step of the way.
Sometimes I wonder, why am I here?
With so much sadness, and so little cheer,
Then I remember my Saviour’s hand,
Is charting life’s map the way He planned.
Help me remember, lest I forget,
His anguish, His prayer, and His bloody sweat,
His cross, and the nails which held Him there,
Are the proof of the depth of His loving care.
These nail-prints still show in His hands and feet,
Reminding me of His mercy seat,
Where I can come with all my care,
Knowing He’ll hear and answer prayer,
For if my Saviour loves me so,
He’ll surely guide me wherever I go.
[From “Rainbows Through the Rain” by Dorothy Anderson. Used with her kind permission.]
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The New Moderator of the URC General Assembly 2022-23
Reverend Fiona Bennett
Reverend Fiona Bennett has been elected Moderator of the URC General
Assembly 2022-23 and takes up her appointment in July 2022. The church
is delighted that Fionna has taken time out of her busy schedule to join us
at Waddington Street for our 150th Anniversary Celebrations, the weekend
of the 17-19th June.
Fiona studied Divinity at New College, Edinburgh and later a post-graduate
diploma in Community Education at Northern College in Dundee. Fiona
was ordained as a minister of the Scottish Congregational Church (SCC) in
1996. When the SCC joined the URC in 2000, she became a minister of
the URC.
As a URC minister Fiona has worked in local churches with both the
Methodist Church and the Church of Scotland, before being inducted as the
minister of Augustine United Church, Edinburgh, in 2009.
Augustine United Church is a diverse, progressive Christian congregation of the United Reformed
Church. The present building was opened in 1861 and embodies a story that began in one of
Edinburgh’s most deprived areas, reflecting its roots in the ‘Radical’ Scottish Reformation.
Located on George IV Bridge (no 41) Augustine United Church is an inclusive community which
welcomes and values all, regardless of age, gender, race, sexual orientation or ability. The church
affirms people of all faiths and none and as a community the church represents a diverse range of
opinions, theologies and experiences.
As well as being a minister, Fiona is a mum and partner – with the added responsibilities of being a
family referee and taxi driver! Fiona has a great love of music, singing and laughing.
We look forward to welcoming Fiona to the Waddington Street Day Centre and Church later this month.
Revd Ray Anglesea
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

In Support of Ukraine
Normally, we would prevent the Dandelions in our garden from flowering, but as other neighbours
appeared to be nurturing their own crops, we decided that it would be appropriate to allow them to
flower alongside our Bluebells, as a tribute to the people of Ukraine. A number of passers by have
commented favourably.
Angus and Jan Robson.
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EDITOR’S LETTER
DEAR READERS,
I would like to share with you two cartoons which were sent to me – both expressing truths:
It was so sad to
learn that the
North East of
England has one of
the highest rates of
suicide among
men of all ages.
Let us hope that
more men will
seek help before
they reach the end
of their strength.
Groups giving men
a place to meet and
talk are helping
greatly in the fight
against suicides.
We wish them
success in their
efforts.
Parking up, prior to going into Church on two Sundays in May, we were treated to the sight of a baby
grey squirrel running across the road. We assumed it was heading for Flass Vale and hoped it did not
take up residence in the roof space of any nearby houses as they can cause real problems indoors.
Now - some cartoons for you to think about –

Please be dolphins, please be dolphins.
The response to my request for details of your best ever bargain was – NIL. Surely someone has an
interesting tale to tell in this respect?
Thank you to everyone who has contributed an item for this month’s Review. Please, keep your
articles coming – they are very much appreciated.
Lucille Thomson
The next issue of The Review will be published on Sunday 3rd July 2022.
Contributions please to Lucille Thomson at church or BY POST or Tel. 0191-3861052
or e-mail lesthomson@talktalk.net – no later than NOON on Sunday 26th JUNE 2022.
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EULOGY FROM THE FUNERAL OF MR. IAN GRAHAM
Ian Maxwell Graham was born on the 21st June 1929, he was the
eldest of three siblings, himself, Shirley and Vivien. They were
brought up in the Jesmond area of Newcastle, apart from a brief
evacuation to Carlisle during the war. While Shirley was happy to
be at home with her books, Viv, the youngest soon came to idolise
her big brother and would follow him and his friends whenever
possible. She quickly earned the nickname his little nipper. Dad
would wiz her round the streets in an old pram – to her great
delight. Sadly their parents died within a few months of each other
at a young age. Dad was 22, Shirley 18 and Viv 15 years old,
consequently Viv became even closer to Ian as a guiding influence.
The family were members of John Knox presbyterian church in Elswick, where a young lady called
Rosemond Cowell also worshipped. Ian and Rosemond were both members of the fellowship of
youth, and at an Easter Conference at Bede College in Durham in 1947, Dad invited Mum for a walk
and the rest as they say is history. They married in 1951 after Dad had completed his national service
and enjoyed 64 happy years together. Dad was a man born out of his time as when myself and Fiona
came along he was more than happy to get up for night feeds and hang nappies on the line. During
his time in the Civil Service Dad worked for the war damage commission, National Assistance Board
and the Land Registry. When I was four and a half and Fiona just a baby we moved to Middlesex.
As we grew we came to realise what a Peter Pan character Dad really was. We were the most popular
family one particularly snowy winter as we were the only people with a sledge in Richmond Park.
When Dad got promoted to the Nottingham office in 1964 we lived in a street with several other
families who had children of about our age. Dad was never happier than when he could pile us and
other neighbourhood kids in the car and take us to Clumber Park to fish for minnows and
sticklebacks. Another treat was when he bought a Calor Gas Stove, this involved forays into
Sherwood Forest on a Friday after work to cook sausages and beans on his new ‘toy’. Mum and Dad
were valued members of the Presbyterian Church in Nottingham where Dad was choirmaster and
Superintendent of the Sunday School.
In 1968 after a further promotion Mum and Dad were thrilled to move to Durham closer to family and
friends. They quickly joined Waddington Street where Dad again became choirmaster and was
heavily involved in the Sunday School, while Mum produced wonderful cakes and scones for Church
Bazaars and socials. It was at one such social that Dad and two other church members caused great
amusement by dressing as the Three Degrees and singing a rendition of “When will I see you Again?”
Dad had such a great sense of humour and fun and Mum and Dad were never happier than when the
house was full of family and friends, or indeed our friends. Always times of great laughter and
delicious home made food. As we girls were now older and not so much into net fishing Dad also
joined the Amateur Operatic Society and the Durham Choral Society, having a lifelong love of music
and a wonderful tenor voice. The move north also meant they could spend more time holidaying in
their beloved Northumberland.
Once us girls had left home Dad’s sense of adventure came to the fore and they enjoyed some
wonderful holidays in Europe, Brittany being a favourite destination. When Dad retired came the big
adventure, a five week tour of the Northern States of America, Dad hired a car and they had a
wonderful time touring during ‘The Fall’. They also met up with friends they met through
Waddington Street, the Haydn’s and the Cooks. Another stateside trip followed a couple of years
later to Florida and Georgia, again meeting up with Mattie Hart, another Waddington Street friend.
As they grew older however foreign travel stopped and they holidayed again back in Bamburgh.
When Fiona and I married and had children it was their greatest love to visit Devon to see their
Grandsons and our family enjoyed some wonderful times with them up on the Northumberland
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Coast, a place our children now visit frequently with their children. Dad always had a love of the sea
and was a lifelong member of the RNLI.
As Mum became crippled with arthritis and was diagnosed with a mixed dementia Dad became her
registered carer, which can’t have been easy at times but he never complained and maintained his
cheery personality throughout. After losing Mum, Dad was an example to us all in the way he dealt
with her loss. After Viv sadly also lost her husband Vernie, Dad and his little nipper’s adventures
started again. They took great pleasure in flying down to Devon to visit Fiona and her family and
also enjoyed visits to the York contingent.
During all their travels Mum and Dad had never been to Rome. No sooner had Dad expressed an
interest in doing so than his Granddaughter Rachel (a travel counsellor) had it all arranged. He
thoroughly enjoyed every minute, even dining on rabbit during the first evening, which he hadn’t had
since the war. Over the past few years Dad came to refer to himself as a re-cycled teenager, all be it
one who never quite got to grips with technology.
Sadly, after increasing falls and hospital stays over the past couple of years Dad told Fiona and I that
he felt he was in need of full time care. A place was found at Brancepeth Court, he quickly settled in
saying he felt truly pampered and cared for, which was a great relief to us all. We cannot thank the
staff of Brancepeth Court enough for their care and also the staff of UHND for their care during his
final days there. We will miss you enormously Dad/Pop but take comfort from the fact that you are
back with Mum strolling hand in hand along Bamburgh Beach.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
A THANK YOU FROM IAN GRAHAM’S
FAMILY
We would just like to say thank you to all friends at
Waddington Street, both old and new! Your kind
words, thoughts and prayers were a source of great
comfort to us at the time of our dear Dad’s/Pop’s
passing, and will continue to support us into the future.
The church community and their faith were hugely
important to our parents/grandparents throughout their
lives. They were very warmly welcomed on joining the
Waddington Street congregation following our move
to Durham in 1968, and they very soon happily took
on various roles in church life.
Many thanks to Marcus for leading Dad’s funeral service at Durham Crematorium on 23rd May so
sensitively, and to Sandy Ogilvie for the memories you shared and your reading.
Afterglow. (Anon.)
I’d like the memory of me to be a happy one.
I’d like to leave an afterglow of smiles when life is done.
I’d like to leave an echo whispering softly down the ways,
Of happy times and laughing times and bright and sunny days.
I’d like the tears of those who grieve, to dry before the sun;
Of happy memories that I leave behind when life is done.
Goodnight Dad/Pop, God bless you always.
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Notes from Elders’ Meeting on Wednesday 4th May 2022.
1. The meeting opened with Val reading from Habakkuk chapter 3 verses 17 to 19 and a
reflection on our reliance on God no matter what happens in our lives. Val then led in prayer.
2. The Elders discussed the arrangements for forthcoming events to mark the 150th anniversary
of our church and the 50th anniversary of the URC.
It was noted that the group planning these events is meeting on Monday 9th May. The first
event is with Fiona Bennett, the moderator of the General Assembly, on Saturday 18th and
Sunday 19th June 2022. It was confirmed that the group should submit any ideas with
proposed costs for future events to the Elders. The Harvest Festival date was confirmed as
being on the 16th October. There was mention of a Flower Festival for that weekend too.
3. It was agreed that the next Church Meeting would be on 22nd May 2022. Marcus will be
there and discussion will take place on the future of the church manse.
4. Marcus reported that the plans are progressing for the Time to Remember Service on Saturday
11th June 2022. It is hoped that a wide range of families would be included. It was agreed
that there will be tea/coffee and scones thereafter.
5. Sandy had compiled Reverend Jane Rowell’s power point from the last Elders’ meeting into
an A5 booklet initially for Elders’ comments. The booklet will be given out to those at the
Church meeting on the 22nd of May and posted to others thereafter. Those who wish will
have up to 3 weeks from then to make comments.
6. The Elders agreed the following hiring costs for our church premises:
No charge for church members for funerals or weddings;
Otherwise for weddings – the hire is £80 for the sanctuary and £150 for the entire premises
from 9 a.m. till 9 p.m. for the day.
For funerals – the hire is £80 for the sanctuary and £50 for the facilities to provide
refreshments after the funeral.
7. The Elders noted that arrangements to help with the situation in Ukraine are still evolving and
so this would be discussed further at the next meeting.
It was great that Yvonne had raised £100 towards this cause from her knitted Easter chickens.
8. It was decided to keep the current layout of chairs in the sanctuary, but wearing masks should
become optional from Sunday 15th May 2022.
9. Sandy mentioned that now that Robert had moved away it would be beneficial to find a
replacement deputy musician to cover when Peter is off.
10. The Elders agreed to have our steeple surveyed as a bench mark for the planning of current
and future maintenance.
11. It was agreed that Marcus will place a letter in the June review with an invitation for ideas,
aspirations and dreams on how we might use the legacy as a precursor for restarting the
discussion.
12. Sandy has arranged for the compilation in one picture frame of the portrait photographs of
Marcus and all the previous ministers of our church. There was a discussion on the best place
to display it.
13. The next Elders’ meeting will be in the church hall on Thursday 9th June 2022 at 7 p.m.
(Janet Thornborrow)
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Minutes of the Church Meeting held on 22nd May 2022
Apologies – 3
The Revd. Marcus Hargis opened the Meeting, explaining that there was only one item on
the agenda, the sale of the church manse. Those present at the Meeting had received
detailed information about the manse and this was now summarised by the Minister. The
manse had not housed a Minister for fifteen years. It is not currently required to house a
Minister and the likelihood of this situation changing is remote. The Property Group is
questioning why we keep this property, which causes considerable work in communicating
with the letting agency and the tenants on a regular basis, and even more intensely when
maintenance is required. The most recent Synod report has highlighted that significant
expenditure will be required in the near future to maintain the manse. If the Church
Meeting decided to sell the manse, this request would then be considered by Synod and, if
Synod agreed to this request, Synod would then carry out the sale. The minister then
opened the subject to discussion by the Meeting.
* Helen Cockburn asked what would happen if at some time in the future we once more
required a manse. If this were to occur, Synod would supply a suitable property.
* The present tenants have occupied the manse for eight and a half years. Ray Anglesea
wondered to what extent consideration would be given to their position. If Synod decided
to sell, the tenants would be given six months’ notice and, in any sale, sympathetic
consideration would be given to the tenants.
* Barbara Tinsley asked for more details about this preferential treatment, if, in particular,
the sitting tenants wished to buy it. Hillian Durell pointed out that as a registered charity,
the United Reformed Church would have to follow certain fixed rules. The Minister
informed the meeting that, under these rules, Synod did not necessarily have to sell the
house to the highest bidder. Other factors could be taken into consideration, including the
interests of the tenants, and that he personally would press their case.
* Malcolm Reay made the point that as a long-serving member of the Property Group, he
had personally witnessed the amount of time, energy and worry that was involved on the
part of Kath Ogilvie and Kathleen Clasper in dealing with the affairs of the manse. He felt
that it was very important to give full consideration to this point.
* Fred Robinson thanked the ladies for all of the work they had done over the years. He did
wonder whether deferring the sale would be worth considering.
* Ray Anglesea pointed out that the sale was a question which would not go away. If we
deferred it now, it would simply come back in future.
* Lucille Thomson proposed that we sell the manse and this was seconded by Barbara
Tinsley.
* In the vote which followed, there were no abstentions, there were four votes against, and
the motion was passed by an overwhelming majority.
* Marcus agreed to keep us informed on the progress of this decision by Church Meeting.
* He drew our attention to the recent Healthy Church Survey, which had been given out to
the meeting, and suggested that we passed on our thoughts on this to our Elders.
* The Meeting ended with the Grace.
Malcolm Reay
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High Standards Attained
Nine Standards are a line of nine varied cairns up to around 10 feet tall, on a ridge about half a mile
north of the Cumbria/Yorkshire border, near Kirkby Stephen.
We had been warned by reading other walk reports and magazine articles, that all approaches crossed
peat hags that would pose problems. An unfortunate walker had to be pulled out of one such place
after sinking into the peaty glaur to above their knees. Bearing this in mind, we left this walk until
we could go during a dry spell.
After a long and nerve wracking drive up Swaledale, we parked at the county boundary and set off
across a heavily eroded limestone pavement. There were many huge sinkholes, up to 20 feet deep, as
evidence of collapse of underground caverns.
The path dips down to cross above the head of Dukerdale, a deep and steep sided valley.

We crossed an area of
mixed grassland and
peat hags, with the odd
swampy area, but
nothing yet to be
concerned about. After
climbing a steep grassy
ramp, we found an area
of stones with a rough
shelter in the centre, a
perfect place to stop for
lunch and get out of the
bitterly cold breeze.
About half a mile further
on we came across a
vast area of peat hags,
with a vague path
heading straight into
them. Lots of decisions had been made and minds changed as there were side paths in all directions
and some very deep footprints where bad choices had been made. Most finished in dead ends.
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We walked up and down testing
wobbly ground and to see if clumps of
grass would take our weight. After a lot
of testing, we decided to go for it
across an area we thought would be
driest. It wasn’t the best choice, we
both sunk into the tops of our boots, but
luckily, our feet stayed dry.
Walking this route during or after wet
weather would have been impossible.
After a short rise and along a grassy
path, we could see the Nine Standards
cairns, mostly tall and all different
designs. Some were beautifully built
and others very rough.

While at the top of the ridge, we noticed,
about a quarter of a mile to the East, a
figure standing motionless, in a big area of
moorland, dressed mostly in white and with
what appeared to be a silver-grey mask on.
We watched the figure for quite a while,
and it never moved.
Unfortunately, due to a haze, it wasn’t
possible to focus the camera clearly. We
decided that if it was someone in distress,
they would have moved or signalled. It
remains a mystery to us.
This walk is only 5 miles in total, but it
proved to be very tough and exhausting.
We wouldn’t even attempt it in or after wet weather.
Angus and Jan Robson.
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Retirement
(Extracts from a sermon, St. Columba’s URC Church, Billingham, 29th May 2022)
For those who are retired or nearing retirement, and
that I guess is most of us, how are you enjoying your
retirement? Retirement is a relatively new
phenomenon in human experience. It arises from
increasing longevity, which means most of us live
longer than our span of paid employment and
increasing affluence. I appreciate retirement means
different things for different people. For some it might
be the start of a fresh chapter, offering a new lease of
life to travel the world perhaps, pursue hobbies, hang
out with the grandchildren. For others it might be a
time to devote to voluntary work, to make a valuable
contribution to the life of a local community or indeed
the life of a local church. The only problem is likely to be fitting everything in. How did we ever find the
time to go to work is a constant cry?
I want to suggest Jesus’ Ascension to heaven (which the church this year celebrated on the 26th May)
may speak to the stories we tell ourselves about retirement.
The first lesson the Ascension tells us is that Jesus stopped because he’d finished. He retired.
Work done. Mission accomplished. He had done everything he needed to do. He had given us
everything we needed to receive. He didn’t hang around to work on a few odd jobs around the edges
of salvation – there was no more to do. Salvation remains today what it was on Ascension Day.
Jesus is indispensable – he did what no one else could do or can do. But you and I are not
indispensable. If we live our lives thinking we’re the only one who can save the world and the church,
we’re not just insulting our colleagues, wearing out our family members and heading for burnout
ourselves – we’re actually denying that Jesus has already saved the world. It’s a lot easier to retire
when you recall that Jesus has already done the real work. Hallelujah!
Here's the second lesson. The point about the Ascension is not so much that Jesus went up to heaven
as that he went somewhere – and that somewhere is at least as real as here. This life is passing,
everything in this existence is relative, this world will one day pass away: but where Jesus is, at the
right hand of the Father, is for keeps. What we call “heaven” is the company of God – the presence
of God where all are gathered as God’s companions. Imagine, there is another world, more real than
this one. What that means for us retirees is that you don’t have to get it all right this time round.
People love to say “life isn’t a rehearsal.” Well, it is, actually. You don’t have to get it all done, you
don’t have to leave it all tidy, you don’t have to ensure it for ever remains just the way it is now. Jesus
has gone to the place where all is as it should be, and the promise of the coming kingdom is that God’s
heaven will someday come to God’s earth, so that all is finally as it should be. Not because you and
I got it right, but because God said ‘It is finished.”
And the third lesson from Jesus’ Ascension is that Jesus was fully human. That means he can only
be at one place at a time. Ascension means that Jesus is no longer on earth – he is in heaven. Being
divine didn’t make Jesus any less human – it made him more human. It made him more alive, more
aware of the wonder of creation, more bursting with joy and compassion and laughter and reflection,
all those uniquely human attributes. But Jesus’ being human, as we reflect on at Christmas, means
he also entered fully into the more mundane aspects of human life. And this brings us back to
retirement. Because retirement is in many ways coming to terms with the more mundane aspects of
human life. You haven’t got a mask to put on each day to protect yourself from your fragile reflection
in the mirror. But you are as fully alive as you ever were, as fully human as a young Durham graduate
starting out on a career.
The final lesson from the Ascension story is this. We find it in the words of the two men in white
robes who speak to the disciples after a cloud has taken Jesus from their sight: “Why do you stand
looking upward towards heaven?” In other words, Jesus may have finished, but this could mean a
whole new beginning for us retirees. If retirement is just about looking back, is just about leaving,
is just about wistfully pondering the past in nostalgia or regret, then it’s bound to be distressing.

17.
But it must also be about the future. We may retire from work, but we don’t retire from being a disciple.
We don’t stop following Jesus. And while we may experience a vocation to a walk of life such as
business, teaching, healthcare or even ordained ministry, that professional vocation never exhausts
what it means for us to be a disciple. Retirement can be a time when we make new and transforming
discoveries in understanding scripture, making friendships, enriching service, befriending children,
sharing faith, and building up and contributing to the life of a local Church. The words “Why do you
stand looking up to heaven?” are a challenge to us to remember that God still has good things in store,
that the best is yet to come.
In conclusion. Jesus’ Ascension shows us some significant things for us retirees. It shows us he had
finished, and thus salvation doesn’t depend on us, but on him. It shows us that there is another place
more real than this one, and that we don’t have to hold out in this life till we have everything just right.
It shows us that Jesus was fully human, and not to be fearful or ashamed of our own human needs
and frailties in our more senior years. And it shows us that there’s no use lamenting what’s gone
because there are still fresh discoveries in discipleship to be made. And if we still face the reality of
our retirement with bewilderment, Jesus has the same transforming words for us as he had for the
disciples that first Ascensiontide. Whether you are on the threshold of retirement or retired, or of any
other of life’s great transitions, think about these closing words:“Stay in the city, and you will be clothed with power from on high!”
Amen
Reverend Ray Anglesea
Acts 1.1-11, Luke 24.44-5
Attached Picture: ‘The Between Time:’ Christ Episcopal Church, New Jersey
Revd Ray Anglesea is a retired self-supporting minister working in the URC Northern Synod.

_________________________________________________________________________
Invitation to a Breakfast Seminar
Beyond the Pandemic…. A future for hope?
Wednesday 22nd June 2022 8.30-9.30am
County Hall Committee Room 2 Refreshments available from 8.15
Following the pandemic, and many requests, we are relaunching our ‘breakfast
seminars’ which bring together elected members, officers, partners and faith communities in
roundtable conversations on challenging and timely topics.
The impact of the Covid Pandemic is profound, the consequences of which will not be borne equally
or fairly, between rich and poor, women and men, and older and younger generations. In addition,
the dramatic increases in the cost of living make recovery even more challenging for many.
This seminar will give an overview of the contribution which voluntary, community and faith groups
have made during the pandemic and explore how we can ‘build back fairer’ by working to create a
more inclusive economy and better-connected communities in County Durham.
The Seminar will be introduced by Peter MacLellan, Chief Executive of Durham Christian
Partnership which delivers a variety of projects with the aim of making a positive difference to the
lives of people living, working, and visiting County Durham.
He will offer an introduction and pose some topical questions, such as:
• In what ways is Covid Recovery an issue of justice and an ethical concern?
• How can we ensure a hopeful future for everyone?
• What role for faith communities and civil society in promoting a more inclusive society which
protects the vulnerable and challenges the comfortable?
The seminar will be chaired by The Revd. Canon Caroline Dick, Rector Durham North Team.
All are welcome to come and participate in these roundtable conversations. For organisational and
catering purposes it would be helpful to know if you plan to attend.
Please reply by 17th June to: E-mail: countydurhampartnership@durham.gov.uk
Phone: 03000 263 593
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The URC at 50: Maturing nicely or mid-life crisis?’
A talk given by The Revd Dr John Bradbury, URC General Secretary to Ministers’
Gathering, Yarfield Conference Centre, Staffordshire, Monday 9th May 2022
Our world, he said, was turned upside down by the Covid pandemic – embracing new technology,
restrictions on funerals, different ways of staying connected. New worshipping communities and ways
of reaching people emerged, international links were strengthened. “But we are tired,” he said. “My
goodness, we’re really tired. And we still don’t know what this pandemic has done to us.” Experiences
have varied enormously, he said.
Some are excited, some ground down, some traumatised.
Although our situation does not compare to what our brothers and sisters elsewhere in the world face,
said Dr Bradbury, this is the most challenging time for the western Church since the Reformation. The
rapid changes we were going through were brought into focus and intensified by the pandemic. Some
churches didn’t survive. Many of us are running a hospice ministry, he said, which is tough and
draining. A third of any congregation may not yet have returned; how worried should we be about
that? We are surrounded by a culture of disinterest in organised religion; and yet young people pray
more than in previous generations. Funerals for the wider community were, ten years ago a mainstay
of evangelism, said Dr Bradbury, but they have disappeared from churches. Union is no longer the
ecumenical game in town.
And yet the URC is still having an impact, through JPIT, through
ecumenical instruments, in the public square and in the world Church.
These are the matters that the Church Life Review Group has been formed to look at. Meeting a
couple of weeks ago, the group is agreed, “One last programme or mission strategy will not sort us
out.” Instead, said Dr Bradbury, we need to tend the vineyard. One area of change that that must
involve, he said, is deployment. Ministers are spread evermore thinly – soon in the URC there will be
an average of seven congregations per minister. ‘Too many of us wonder if we can make it to
retirement at the rate we’re going. Too many of us wonder if our calling to ministry is being fulfilled in
what we’re doing.’ “We have no immediate magic solutions,” said Dr Bradbury, but the group did see
ways forward. There is work we can do that will free congregations and ministers from some of the
burden of compliance. We believe in this stuff, he said – safeguarding, health and safety, charity
regulations – but we often feel we will be overwhelmed, and it takes a vast amount of time away from
other things. Another helpful prospect, he said, is that the thinktank Theos is doing qualitative
research for the URC – conversations about what works and what does not, not simply questionnaires.
They are talking to a representative set of local churches asking them what flourishing would look like
for them and how can it be fostered. Another point to be considered, he said, is that, ironically, church
closures have released financial resources, increasing synod funds from £150m to £200m. That is in
addition to what local churches are sitting on, ‘for a rainy day’. It is raining, said Dr Bradbury.
As ministers, he said, we see good deaths and less good deaths. A congregation has a good death
when members feel their ministry is completed and has led to new life elsewhere. This is like the way
Christ set his face to death, didn’t avoid it, but prepared for it, and went through death to resurrection.
Most of the URC’s money is the result of deaths of congregations. ‘Do we build ever bigger barns,’
he asked, ‘or believe that money released can fund flourishing work elsewhere?’ Each year, 60% of
our budget is spent by General Assembly and 40% by synods. That means that 14 separate bodies
are spending, and it is very hard to get a global picture of what we’re spending and what wealth we
have. Where our money is, said Dr Bradbury, our heart is. When we find out where it is, we may
need to do some soul-searching to decide whether that is where we want it to be. The Church Life
Review Group is bringing to this year’s General Assembly (for discussion, rather than immediate
voting) proposals for a radical overhaul of the central committee structure. It also proposes that the
URC become more proactive in attending to churches where life as it is has become unsustainable.
“There are some very real possibilities for flourishing,” said Dr Bradbury. “There are things we need
to face; and facing them is a profound act of hope.”
He concluded with a warm tribute to the work of the URC’s ministers, saying: “There is no greater gift
to God’s church than ministry. There is no higher calling than to be a minister of the gospel. The
church owes you all a huge debt of gratitude.”
(This report was kindly provided by Revered Ray Anglesea who attended the Ministers’ Gathering.)
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PREACHERS FOR JUNE 2022
AND
5th Bill Offler
3rd
12th Revd Marcus Hargis Communion
10th
19th Revd Fiona Bennet Moderator of
17th
General Assembly of U.R.C.
24th
26th Pauline James
31st

Date
JUNE 2022

JULY 2022

Elders

JULY 2022
Revd Marcus Hargis
Revd Kevin Dunne
Revd John Durell
Revd Alan Middleton
Revd Marcus Hargis

Door Duty

5th

Mrs. Y. Melville.
Mrs. K. Ogilvie

Mrs. V. Hodgson

12th

Mrs. V. Hodgson
Mrs. D. Jackson

Mr. M. Reay

19th

Mrs. K. Clasper
Mr. R. Todd

Mrs. D. Jackson

26th

Mrs. H. Cockburn
Mrs. J. Thornborrow

Mrs. W. Surtees

3rd

Mr. D. Shirer
Mrs. J. Sarsfield

Miss B. Tinsley

10th

Mr. S. Ogilvie
Mr. R. Phua

Mrs. K. Clasper

17th

Mrs. K. Ogilvie
Mrs. Y. Melville

Mrs. H. Cockburn

24th

Mrs. D. Jackson
Mrs. V. Hodgson

Mr. and Mrs. R. Todd

31st

Mr. R. Todd
Mrs. K. Clasper

Mrs. K. Ogilvie

Please arrange your own replacement if unable to carry out your duty on the given date.

COFFEE ROTA 2022 JUNE
5th Helen Cockburn, Lucille Thomson
12th Kathleen Clasper, Barbara Tinsley
19th Malcolm Reay, Anne Cramb
26th Ki and Ray Anglesea

JULY
3rd Fred Robinson
10th Alison and Charles Jolly
17th Sylvia and Ian Warburton
24th Janet and David Thornborrow
31st Heather Todd, Val Hodgson

Please arrange your own replacement if unable to carry out your duty on the given date.
FLOWER ROTA – JUNE
JUNE 5th VACANCY
12th VACANCY
19th Mrs. Jean Graham
26th Mrs. Anne Cramb

JULY 2022
3rd VACANCY
10th Mrs. J. Harling
17th Mrs. W. Surtees
24th Mrs. K. Clasper
31st Mrs. Y. Melville
Please arrange your own replacement if unable to carry out your duty on the given date.

LOVE
Without it, nothing could exist,
No earth, no sea, no air,
No sunlight height, or shades of night,
No life at all be there.
It is so patient and so kind,
‘Tis never proud or rude,
It takes the attitude of mind,
Which always sees the good.
It bears, it hopes, believes all things,
For it will never die,
The friend of beggars and of kings,
‘Tis written in the sky.
Love is the centre and the soul,
Of every living sphere,
Love helps, and heals, and makes men whole,
Wherever it draws near.
It came to earth in human frame,
Those centuries ago,
It healed the sick, the blind, the lame,
Great mercy it did show.
For LOVE revealed itself supreme,
In Jesus Christ, God’s Son,
He is the Life, the Truth, the Way,
The only perfect One.
[From “Rainbows Through the Rain” by Dorothy Anderson. [Used with her kind permission.]

